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What has been happening in the Wolverley art department?

Year 7 have
created Klimt
inspired tree 

Joe L

Evelyn B

Annabelle S
Nathan K

Joe L

Henry M

Emily P
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What has been happening in the Wolverley art department?

Bauhaus badge
designs

from year 8
students
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What has been happening in the Wolverley art department?

Some fantastic art
work by Keira P

in Year 8!
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Year 7
observational

drawings of fruit

What has been happening in the Wolverley art department?

Jade B

Annebelle S

Yusef D

Evelyn B
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are programming using blocks

with Scratch and making

animations and games in order

to prepare them for

programming in a textual

language next term.

are working on the iDEA award!Students will recieve a certificate andrecord of achievement. This award ishighly sought after by colleges anduniversities as it shows organisation,hard work, understanding/comprehension and logic skills and loads more.

Aeroplane algorithm
with improvements

 have most recently done someonline safety training andcreated some posters, poemsand stories for a competition.Winners to be announced nextweek.

What has been happening in the Wolverley computing department?

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Spreadsheet exercise
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What has been happening in the Wolverley Dance department?

dancers have had a
focus on creating their

own  choreography
work or looking more

closely at specific
styles, analysing dances

and job roles in the
industry…

have been studying ‘The
Greatest Showman’,
creating their own
choreography as a

certain circus
character in addition to

designing posters and
costumes for the

show…

Dancers have been
getting Jazzy

recreating a number
from ‘A Chorus Line’
and looking into the
life of a performer…

dancers have been

working hard on their

final choreography

component creating

dances designed to raise

awareness of mental

health…..

Dancers have been
studying the street

dance piece
‘Emancipation of
Expressionism’ by

Kenrick Sandy

Year 7 & 8

Year 9
Year 11

Year 10
Sixth Form

Mia B

Lottie M
Representing the emotions and the struggles that

people go through especially through lockdown, but
their is always a light at the end of the tunnel.

Alexis R H
ue

y 
P

Arthur A

Archie S

Jayden T
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What has been happening in the Wolverley drama department?

 have been exploring the titanic and
social class, they have learnt about the

events but furthermore how people
experienced life differently or were

treated differently depending on class.
They went on to write a diary as one of
the passengers, then brought it to life

using sound effects.

have been studying the famous patient
Joseph Merrick the elephant man,

exploring discrimation, medicine and
Victorian Britain. They have created

empathy for joseph and wrote a
monologue playing him telling their

side of the story. Some year 8 classes
even met the Elephant man on google
classroom and asked him questions.

have been writing radio plays,
using voice and sound effects

to create their own online radio
play, Considering genre,

character, voice and sound
effects. Watch out for the next

Archers.

have been studying stage and
costume design for their chosen

play texts. Understanding the roles
of a costume and stage designer
and how to enhance an extract.

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10 & 11

Charli L Holly G

Isla W

 

Diary of Life on The Titanic -First Class
Name: Amber-Rose 
Date: April  1912
Character - Rose Dawson
 
9am: Boarding - (SFX Car engine) When we reached the docks, I got my first sight of Titanic. I was taken by how big
she actually was, but beyond that it was just another ship. (SFX SHIP HORN) I was excited to board the ship to see
what it looked like inside. On the outside it was big, beautiful and all new to everyone, you could see the excitement
on everyone's faces and everyone rushing around making sure they don’t forget anything and board the ship. There
was a lot of servants offering there help to carry luggage on board which was very kind but I offered to carry one of
my own bags myself. I was happy to finally be onboard of this beautiful ship it was incredible!
 
12pm Lunch- Mother, Cal (my husband) and I were having lunch in the Palm Court room (SFX Lunch/busy room
sound). It was beautiful and had so many interesting people in there. Some I knew, some I didn’t, but I knew they
was all first class as they were all best dressed and groomed so well. Cal and I had an argument and I stormed off
upon top deck I looked over board and I anted to jump but then I reached over and slipped and then a lovely
gentleman grabbed me it was then I looked into his eyes and knew there was more to us his name was Jack.
 
6pm Dinner or Entertainment (SFX string music or trumpet song)- We went down for dinner; Jack met us and joined
our table to eat. Then we went off and he took me to his level on the boat. It was so good!! They had a brilliant
atmosphere and were good people. Even though these people didn't dress like me or speak like me I knew they
were better people, they had hats on, beards, long scruffy hair and baggy clothes but all that didn't matter because
we had so much fun dancing and drinking. (SFX Irish music,guitar) 

11pm Iceberg Hits - Mr. Andrews (the managing director) passed me by and his face looked like he had seen a
ghost. I grabbed his arm and told him, "I can see it in your eyes. I saw the iceberg. Please tell me the truth." My mind
could not accept what he told me then. The ship would sink. Stunned, I asked him if he 
was sure. He said yes and that it would be only a couple of hours before all this was at 
the bottom of the Atlantic. He said to quickly get to a boat and not cause a panic. On the 
boat deck, crewmen were busily loading people into lifeboats. Shouting women and 
children only. Suddenly there was a loud hissing noise and I saw an emergency rocket 
shoot up from the ship's deck and explode above me high in the night sky. My God I 
thought, we really are sinking. (SFX Screaming)
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What has been happening in the Wolverley DT department?

Isobel C

When designing in DT, students will often have
to have a theme. During the pewter casting

project, the students had a theme of the design
movement Bauhaus. The Bauhaus theme

incorporates basic geometric shapes and bright
primary colours. As an extension, these students

have been creating Bauhaus badges.

To get students
doodling in Year 7,
they have been

inspired by Sam Cox,
the world renowned

doodler to create their
very own masterpiece.

Billy B Henry M

Joseph LMiller A
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What has been happening in the Wolverley DT department?

Year 7 textiles have worked
hard to get their Pugglys

made. Within the project they
have had to learn about where
textiles come from, how they
are made, the design process
before designing their own

Puggly.

Despite not being able to do our usual practical's in year 8, the
students have managed to produce some stunning concept designs

for clothes they would love to manufacture. They have used a
range of influences to create designs to meet a given design brief

and specification

Tilly BTrinity H

Sophie and Jacob
have been taking part in

creating their very own super
hero. As part of the course,
they have created their very
own super hero front cover

Maddison has been using CAD
software to help her design her

superhero logo

Joseph L
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What has been happening in the Wolverley English department?

By Grace R , Y7

I have a long nose and you know a close friend of mine, 
Which lives a much longer time,
With a diet for their name,
They could drive the ants insane,
I am not many inches,
So you don’t need winches,
To rescue me,
Would bring no one glee,
As you could probably see,
I would much rather be lonely.

Answer:
Aardvark

By Annabelle S, Y7

Up to 80, we can live,
To 8 pups, life we give.
Our eyes a black ring surrounds,
We communicate with purring, squeaking sounds.
In burrows we survive,
And as omnivores we thrive.
Upon our hind legs we stand,
In a dry deserted desert land.
What are we?

Answer: Meerkat

By Layla B, Y7

They call him a soldier,
As his huge wings beat,
Let’s not forget that he has,
6 feet.
3 huge horns,
Sit on his head,
Which he uses to call other males,
DEAD!
The family Coleoptera,
Can bring sheer terror,
But these guys are 1 step ahead,
Grubs for 3 years,
Then they face their fears.

Answer:
Atlas beetle

By Louie C, Y7

They live in the forest and are
coloured red and white,
When they see you they run in fright,
People shooting them is illegal,
Now some species are rarer than an eagle,
Everyone in England has heard their story told,
But now they suffer in the freezing cold.

Some are kind, some still go  shooting,
There is even a song about what they say,
Suffering in England and other countries, 
Will they die or are they here to stay?

Answer:
Fox

Some of Year 7 have been

writing their own animal

riddles in English!

Brilliant work!

By Mia S, Y7

I stomp when communicating,
I am loud when you are not there,
I live from 60-70 years,
My predator is a tiger,
My skin is rough as the journey of life,
And I can be rare,
Because something so expensive on me,
Is something you do not know yet.
What am I?

Answer: Elephant

By Melody S, Y7

I am a small marsupial, 
I’ve only attached a few people,
I may look cute and soft,
But my square shaped poo will leave you shocked,
I’m a nocturnal created from down under,
Why don’t you visit me, I wonder?

Answer: Wombat
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What has been happening in the Wolverley food prep department?
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N

Fantastic places
project for year 7

as end of topic-
students picked their
fantastic place of

choice and completed
a project- whether
it be a model, cake

etc.

What has been happening in the Wolverley geography department?

Coastal management topic- yr 8

Students completed a decision

making exercise on coastal

management at Flamborough

head

Year 8 rivers topic- show how

erosional landforms are

created. The models show how a

stack forms
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As part of this topic, they were challenged
to create their very own newspaper article

on the Black Death. Here is a newspaper
report written by Phoebe S. In this she has
included lots of detail about how the Black
Death began and the symptoms that people

may have suffered.

What has been happening in the Wolverley history department?

We have been learning
about the Black Death.

Here is Harrison E’s work
showing the symptoms.

The students also learnt about
the Peasants Revolt and how

much of a success it was. Here is
a lovely example of the work
completed on this by Molly M.

Year 7
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What has been happening in the Wolverley history department?

The students have been
learning about King Charles II,
The Great Plague and The Great

Fire of London. They have
produced some amazing work.

Year 8

Newspaper
Article by Keira P.

Work on The
Great Plague by

Isabelle C.

Newspaper
Article written by

Calleigh W.
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The British Home Front by Lilly-Mae F.

Year 10

Work on WW2 by Eden W-P.

What has been happening in the Wolverley history department?

Year 9

Work by Curtis T.

Students have
been learning
about WW2.

Students are now learning
about Nazi Germany. They
have so far learnt about

Germany after WW1 and the
Rise of Hitler.

The Weimar Government by Monte D.

The Munich Putsch by Caitlin M.
Reorganisation of the

Nazi Party by Maddison B.
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Years 7 and 8 have been
studying instruments of the
orchestra this half term. So
far, we have completed an
overview of the orchestra

and have looked at the string
and woodwind families in

more detail. Here is some of
the fantastic work the

students have 
submitted.

What has been happening in the Wolverley music department?

T
ri

n
it

y
 H Lexi E

Megan G

Joseph L

Huey P

Sophie H

Jessica L
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What has been happening in the Wolverley PE department?

The Ben Nevis Challenge – All the students in

the lesson set off to climb as many stairs as

they could during the lesson to attempt to

climb the equivalent of Ben Nevis – 8810

steps.  Students really enjoyed this challenge

as it got them outside and away from their

screens.  Many of the groups smashed the

total achieving well over 25000 steps. Some

students even climbed to the top of Everest.

Over the next fortnight we are launching Wellbeing

Bingo giving students more opportunities to get

away from their screens and exercise in the garden or

go out for a walk/run/bike ride.  Can students get a

line or even a full house – prizes to be won. Take a

picture of you doing the activity and upload it to

google classroom.

Wellbeing

Students have been completing

live HIIT and workout videos

alongside the PE staff

Written tasks

have involved

researching

components of

fitness and

fitness tests.

bingo
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What has been happening in the Wolverley PSRE department?

Students were asked to 

create ideas and a then a final 

idea for the Christmas No.1

single, 2021. They were asked

to take inspiration from

LadBaby and focus on a food

theme, even sausage rolls!

Ladbaby raises money for the

Trussell Trust foodbank

charity. Here are some 

entries. Well done all! 

the Winner willthe Winner will
be announcedbe announced
after halfafter half
term!term!  
Good luck!Good luck!

The 2021

Christmas No. 1 
Competition

Evie R

Austin A

Jacob R

Louie C
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What has been happening in the Wolverley science department?

 
In Year 10 we are learning about reflex

reactions and the gaps between neurones,
which is called synapses. They have been
making 3D models, in order to show how
the message is passed between neurons.
They were tasked to use whatever they

had at home to make a synapse and show
how chemical messengers travel between

the neurones. 
 

Here are some examples of the excellent
work, well done Year 10!
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What has been happening in the Wolverley science department?

were investigating
the effect of

surface area and
volume on the time

taken for their
snowballs to melt,
well done Year 7.

have been testing
the effect of

different zipwire
materials on how

easy an object
slides down the

zipline. Well done.

have been making
3D models of the

circulatory system
to understand how
blood is ransported

around the body.

Year 9

Year 8

Year 7
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What has been happening in the Wolverley Spanish department?

Cooking tortilla Española with Señor Greenwood 
Learning flamenco and producing either a short flamenco dance or a
piece of music inspired by flamenco
Creating a mosaic inspired by Gaudi
Doing a virtual tour of key places of interest in Barcelona
Creating a Spanish board game
Singing karaoke style to Spanish songs

Last week’s challenge included:

We have been so impressed by the responses across the year
groups. Look out for your next round of creative challenge, where

we will be bringing back the famous Spanish bake off!!
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What has been happening in the Wolverley Sixth Form Enrichment?

This week 
Miss Harrison did a live

pancake cook along. Some
of the students had never
made pancakes before but

they all did a great job!
Here are some of the end

results.

Last week Mr Hobday ran a
successful quiz with sixth

form students. Well done to
Josh E. who was the winner!

Can you work out the
answers to the geography

round?
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